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. THE FITZROY CATCHMENT SYMPOSIUM 

Jane Skrandies 

A couple of weeks ago Barung Landcare sponsored me to attend the Fitzroy River 
Symposium at the University of Central Queensland in Rockhampton. This catchment is one of the 
largest ones on the east coast of Australia (about 140,000 km2). With the introduction of ICM or 
integrated catchment management, the QDPI introduced five pilot schemes in Queensland the 
Johnson and Pioneer Rivers in NQ, the Mitchell River facing the Gulf, the Fitzroy River in CQ and 
the Mary River in SEQ. Making the point that catchments are bioregions that need to be looked at 
in a holistic way. 

The idea behind such a symposium was to initiate a meeting that brought tog.ether all 
parties interested in the use of land, water and related biological resources. So we sav.• an array of 
Government, University, Industry and Community Interests represented. During the symposium it 
became clear that the degradation of a river system does not solely occur 'in' the water but that all 
activities around the catchment.are responsible for its state. The water quality is greatly depenoent 
on how the resources (be it minerals, agricultural land, fish, the water it�elf etc) around and in the 
river are being used and what impact this usage is having on the river as a system. A catchment 
extends from its source (that includes all the run-off areas from surrounding ridges) to the estuary 
and beyond the rivermouth into the sea area into which it spills its waters. 

The two days presented an overflow of information. It was an absolute marathon. 
Overwhelmed with info on geology, climate, soils, water, landforms, flora and fauna, history, 
industries like coal and other mining, landusers for horticulture, grazing, grain growing, cotton etc., 
fisheries, councils, electricity works, small bits of environmental issues, landcare etc. It was mind 
boggling. Holding my some 1000 pages long and heavy documentation of the presented papers I 
felt quite weighted down at times. The speakers changed at lightening speed first every 20 minutes 
than every 15 minutes the next day. Giving the presenters hardly.time to take a breath having to 
speed through their papers mostly much too long for the time available. Most of them couldn't 
finish their prepared speeches. And talks they were. With an overwhelming agenda there was no 
time for questioning and interaction. Lots of us complained heavily about the lack of 
communication with the result that the speakers were cut even shorter to give us a bit of input. The 
only time of face to face communication was mumbled with bits of food stuck in the mouth. 

Sorry Rocky - it was an enormous attempt and the organisers did their best to put 
everything on the "menu" that was related to the catchment care issues but it was too much of a 
good thing. (Like death by chocolate). 

One of the highlights was the Cotton Industries' attempt to be ecologically sound by opening 
themselves up to an environmental auditor from Great Britain. This is the first time th�t an 
Australian industry has seriously looked at themselves with respect to their impact on the · . 
environment. Wouldn't we all welcome the other industries or councils looking into their landuse 
practises in the same way? 

The mining industry, in this case coal mining, has made steps forward with a program called 
EMOS (Environmental Mining Operation Study). How far this contract of rehabilitation works out in 
real terms is still up for discussion. (Especially after the dinner talk I had with the BHP coalmine 
















